The Film They Don’t
GeoengineeringWatch.org
is hosting an extremely
important FREE one-day event
at the

CASCADE THEATRE
1733 Market Street
Redding, CA 96001
Friday, August 5, 2016

Want You To See
Dr. Andrew Wakefield,
MB.BS.
VAXXED Director

Del Bigtree
VAXXED Producer

Doors open at 9:20 a.m.
Meet the director/producer team of the
must-see film that will make you
question everything you thought you knew
about vaccines.
Access this information before it is censored.

Meet the experts!

Polly Tommey
VAXXED Producer

Ask questions!

A full day of informative presentations and film screenings featuring
two showings of VAXXED at 1:00 p.m. & 6:45 p.m.
Presentations and Q&A sessions hosted by Dr. Andrew Wakefield,

Dr. Sherri Tenpenny
DO, AOBNMM, ABIHM

Del Bigtree, Polly Tommey, Dr. Sherri Tenpenny, Kevin Shipp,
and Dane Wigington. FREE VAXXED and geoengineering
educational materials and geoengineering DVDs.

Watch the Trailer.

Get Involved.

http://vaxxedthemovie.com
Kevin Shipp, former decorated CIA officer
Anti-terrorism specialist
Author of “From the Company of Shadows”

Dane Wigington
Host/Lead Researcher
www.GeoengineeringWatch.org

Why is VAXXED a MUST-SEE documentary?
Because our children's health, welfare, and lives are at stake.
The shocking information presented in VAXXED is not theory, hypothesis, or conjecture but statistical fact. This
information has come from a senior vaccination safety scientist from the Centers for Disease Control (CDC).
Dr. William Thompson has confessed on the record about the rampant fraud, corruption, and outright lies that are
emanating from the CDC in regard to the vaccine safety issue. There are unimaginably powerful organizations that are
completely committed to hiding the truth from an unsuspecting population. There are countless media sources
(controlled by the same core organizations) who are tasked with convincing the masses that nothing is wrong. Many in
our society are completely invested in the deception because their paychecks and pensions depend on their compliance
with the official narrative.
“My name is William Thompson. I am a Senior Scientist with the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, where I have worked since 1998. I regret that my co-authors and I omitted statistically significant
information in our 2004 article published in the journal Pediatrics.”
“It’s all there — this is the lowest point in my career, that I went along with that paper. I have great shame
now when I meet families of kids with autism because I have been part of the problem.”
“Senior [CDC] people just do completely unethical, vile things, and no one holds them accountable.”

If we truly love our children, our top priority MUST be to protect their health and welfare. It is our responsibility to
objectively investigate the facts — no matter where those facts lead.
Heavy metal and chemical contamination is rapidly accumulating in us all; the human health effects are already
catastrophic. Vaccination adjuvants (additives) are a major source of this contamination. The ongoing global climate
engineering assault is mathematically by far the largest single source of environmental heavy metal contamination of
all. Aluminum nanoparticles are a primary element named in numerous climate engineering patents; lab tests from all
over the world prove this highly toxic heavy metal is now saturating our breathable air column in bioavailable form
(nearly 50 lab tests from Shasta/Siskiyou counties alone). Legal action updates will be given at this event. We urge you
to investigate the dire issues at hand and help with the critical effort to educate others.
Dane Wigington — www.GeoengineeringWatch.org

Schedule of Events:
9:20
9:45-10:50

Doors open - Morning Session begins at 9:45 a.m.
Dr. Sherri Tenpenny “Vaccine Mandates: Adults are Next”;
Q&A to follow
11:00-11:50 Dane Wigington presents “Climate Engineering,
The Covert Weather Warfare Assault”; Q&A to follow
11:50-12:30 Intermission
12:30-12:55 Kevin Shipp presents "Gagged. Government Secrecy and
Silencing Whistleblowers."
1:00-2:30
VAXXED film screening (Some strong language)
2:30-3:30
VAXXED Q&A with panel of experts and film producers
3:30-4:30
Intermission - Evening Session begins at 4:30 p.m.
4:30-5:30
Dane Wigington presents encore “Climate Engineering,
The Covert Weather Warfare Assault”; Q&A to follow
5:30-6:15
Intermission
6:15-6:40
Kevin Shipp encore presentation - "Gagged. Government
Secrecy and Silencing Whistleblowers."
6:45-8:15
VAXXED film screening (Some strong language)
8:15-9:15
VAXXED Q&A with panel of experts and film producers

Have questions? Contact Lori (530) 247-3925

*Please arrive early
as seating is limited*

